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This Rocket Tool Kit is designed
to be a compact, convenient,
and durable way to store and
transport your essential rocketrelated components. It comes with
a collapsible bore brush and an
ergonomic Munition Assist Tool,
plus room for additional tools. The
heavy-duty nylon bag protects
your assets while making them
easier to stow.

KIT CONTAINS:
Rocket Tools Component Bag
Munition Assist Tool
Bore Brush Assembly:

SOLD SEPARATELY:
B Pferd Wire Brushes (QTY 2)
B Alkan 2037 Multi Tool Assembly
B Alkan 1216 Multi Tool Assembly

⤷ Bore Brush, Core, and Core-Nut

Compact. convenient. durable.
» Tri-Fold Bag Made of 1000D Cordura Nylon

» Compartment for the Munition Assist Tool

» Handle and Shoulder Strap for Easy Carrying » Compartments for the Bore Brush Assembly
» Tools are Organized and Secured in Pouches

» Plus Three Additional Miscellaneous Pockets

Secure it in an aircraft or on the FARP
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Bore Brush Assembly

B Sectional three-piece design allows for
quick assembly and easy storage when
not in use or while transporting
B The thick-walled tubing of FC’s new
design resists the bending commonly
associated with older, thin-walled design
B Increased length (6’) and T-handle
design allows for ease of use without
injury from user’s hands making contact
with the rocket pod

Munition Assist Tool
FEATURES IMPROVED
ERGONOMIC DESIGN

MIL-STD-1686
COMPLIANT

B Rubber coated ends and
non conductive material
exceed all MIL-STD nonconductive and anti static
requirements, reducing
potential damage to the
rockets and launchers
B Tapered body reduces
chance of tool “hanging
up” on sharp edges of
rocket pod
B Increased width of igniter
arm slot allows for easier
use, especially in low
visibility conditions
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